Become part of a growing international Blockchain Startup based in Switzerland offering digital timestamping services. Working languages are both English and German.

About

OriginStamp.com is a young startup that deals with the creation of tamper-proof timestamps. Inspired by research-backed technology, we are now offering commercial timestamping solutions, 7 years after the first blockchain-based timestamp was submitted on the research platform.

In 2018 we made our API, mobile Apps and Dashboard ready in order to allow a wide adoption of our service among customers from different fields, not only in pharmaceutical and supply chain environments.

We are now looking forward to implementing trusted timestamping integration together with leading tech companies from different sectors in several pioneering projects.

What we offer

Become part of our young team full of techies where you can develop in a dynamic environment with a broad technology stack. Apply state-of-the-art development concepts to establish data integrity by adopting innovating blockchain technology.

Implement your own ideas embedded in a Scrum Team consisting out of other working students and experienced system architects. Given our academic background, we are always open for clever thoughts that may not seem completely reasonable at first. We offer flexible working hours, a coffee flat rate, regular joint events and an office with lake view that some even take for an art museum due to its many inspiring paintings.

What you can do at OriginStamp.com

If you like working in a smart team, adore programming and don’t want to limit yourself to one single technology, you will fit in perfectly. We use modern web technology and a mix of hybrid and native app technology in the frontend and Spring Boot in the backend. Our REST API can be consumed from any client language. If you know one of the following buzzwords, don’t hesitate to apply: Angular, React, vue.js, ionic, jQuery, TypeScript, REST, Java, Spring Boot, Webhook, Objective-C, Cordova, Android, Bootstrap.

Ideally, you may be interested in following one of our seminars at the University of Konstanz on top to perfectly combine scientific research and its real-world application.

Interested?

We are looking forward to your email including a short motivation, portfolio as well as your salary expectations and to meeting you in person.

Contact

Philip Ehret
philip.ehret@originstamp.com

OriginStamp AG
Rothausstrasse 1
8280 Kreuzlingen
Switzerland
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